Cellular compartmentation of calcium in mouse fibroblasts in vitro depends on cell density and transformation.
Cellular compartmentation of Ca has been investigated by kinetic analysis of 45Ca efflux from preloaded cells at various states of cell density-dependent proliferation of normal (3T3) and transformed (3T6 and SV40-3T3) mouse cells. Three pools of exchangeable calcium were separated on the basis of their differing exchange kinetics. For each of the cell lines tested, all three compartments decrease with cell density. Significant differences between normal and transformed cells are observed upon quiescence of the normal cells, where the slowly exchanging compartment of normal cells gradually increases, whereas that of the transformed cells continues to decrease (with increasing cell density). Free cytoplasmic Ca2+ concentration as determined by the Quin 2 method, was found to be significantly higher in transformed cells than in normal cells. These results indicate significant differences in Ca homeostasis between normal and transformed cells.